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Birch Freeman High School Facts.
SCHOOL COLOR: GREEN & WHITE			

SCHOOL HOUSES and COLORS:

DADA

SOLARIN

SOREMEKUN

MOMAH

SCHOOL MOTTO: “TRAINED FOR DUTY AND FOR THEE”

Significance of the School Badge

1ST CHAMBER (Uppermost)

2nd CHAMBER (Right)

Empty cross symbolizes that Christ has risen so we
Christians of today worship a living Christ. This
means that in BFHS we worship a living Christ, that
is why we are trained for Thee.

Two machine Grids. The school was established in
1960 at the time of the world industrial technological
advancement, hence the emphasis on teaching of Science subjects.

1st CHAMBER (Lowermost)

The very essence of the 2nd Chamber in the badge
is to confirm that the students must be ready to work
hard so as to harness the opportunities that abound in
agriculture and technology brought about by science.

Open Book (The Bible). The Book of Life. It is the
source of our salvation. It is open which signifies
that for the message of Christ to be communicated
to the world it has to be opened and read. In
BFHS we open and read the Bible and other
books for the advancement of knowledge.

3rd CHAMBER (Below)

Three Rain Showers. This is the International Symbol for
the Methodist Church Worldwide. It signifies that BFHS
is a Methodist School. It is the school identity.

The essence of the 1st chamber in the badge is
to confirm that BFHS is a Christian School. That is
why the students are trained for Thee.

2nd CHAMBER (Left)

2nd OVAL LAYER:

Palm Tree. It shows that the school is situated in a
marshy environment filled with Palm Trees. It means
that the school is rich in agricultural endowment typical of Surulere, Lagos.

It contains the School Motto “TRAINED FOR DUTY AND
FOR THEE”. It signifies that the vision and mission of the
school is that every student that passes through the school must be responsible,
hardworking and have fear of God. The students will pass out as good citizens
that are ready to contribute meaningfully to the school, society and Christendom.

1st OVAL LAYER:

It contains the school name. “BIRCH FREEMAN HIGH SCHOOL, SURULERE”.
The school is named after the first Methodist Missionary to land in Badagry,
Nigeria in 1824; Thomas Birch Freeman and also its location. It gives hope to
the students that they are Freemen.

BY PREFECT E.O. PRATT (1970).

Special Thanks
Current School Information
Birch Freeman Junior High School (JSS)
Current Principal: Mrs. Akinwunmi C.A.
Number of Enrolled Students: 640
Number of Classes:
JSS 1 A -F		
JSS 1 A -B		
JSS 1 A -F 		
TOTAL CLASSES

= 06
= 02
= 02
= 10

Birch Freeman Senior High School (SS)
Current Principal: Mr. C.A.F Agbonjimi
SS ONE		
1A
38
1B
35
1C
40
1D
41
1E
45
1F
43
2

SS TWO
2A
38
2B
42
2C
35
2D
44
2E
35
2F
43

SS THREE
3A
38
3B
40
3C
39
3D
38
3E
35
3F
40
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On Behalf of BIFOBA worldwide, we will like to thank everyone
involved in making the 2011 Reunion in Atlanta a Success. We also
thank our advertisers and supporters for making this magazine a reality.
Our Sponsors:
Tom Davis (Dr-Love) - Sponsor: Name That Tune Music Quiz
David & Caroline Cobham - Sponsor: Name That Tune Music Quiz
The BIFOBA ATL Team: Idowu Etefia, Francis Van-Lare, Kayode
Elutilo, Niyi Fagbamiye, Ayo Fagbamiye, Ras. David Lowo (SAL),
Adeyemi Adeduro, Emmanuel Tubosun Faneye.
Bloggers and content contributors.
Alli Oseni, Ladi Lapite, Chinedu Ndubuisi Okere, Taiwo Ogunlaiye,
Steve Shotonwa.
Other publication support: Francis Van-Lare, Femi Morgan, Foluso
Adeyemi, Alli Oseni, Kayode Elutilo, Idowu Etefia, Olise Emeka Nwachukwu,
Mr. CAF. Agbonjimi, Mrs. Akinwunmi C.A..
BIFOBA North America Executives.
Mr. Femi Morgan (President)
Mr. Foluso Adeyemi (General Secretary)
Mr. Alli Oseni (Treasurer)
Ras. David Tunde Lowo (bifoba.com; Online Community
Manager/Administrator)
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President’s
Message

In the last year we have seen a great increase in the number of participants on our web forum, however about 90% are yet to show any
financial commitment to the association. I hereby apply to you all, to
please strengthen the association by contributing financially, so that we
can have resources to implement projects that will impact the school.

Dear Friends,
Welcome to BIFOBA, North America
2011 reunion!
I will like to take this opportunity to
express my sincere gratitude to all our members, especially our financially committed members, without whom this association wouldn’t have
survived. Your financial contribution is what keeps us going, thank you!

As part of the alumni association campaign of creating an excellent
learning environment at our old school, Bifoba, North America Chapter, is embarking on building 5000 watts of “Solar Power” at the School;
with the sole purpose of providing a regular, reliable, consistent power
supply for the school.

The National Executive team has been wonderful in their performance,
their various initiatives and tenacity resulted in the construction of a
new block of classroom, in addition to other assistance the school is
receiving today from our beloved old student, Governor Fashola.
We are grateful to the Governor for coming through on his promise.
EKO O NI BAJE O! To my BIFOBA N.A Executive team, I say thank
you for your dedication and financial support, you are one of the
reasons why we can celebrate today. Together we have come this far
surmounting various challenges and I pray that you will continue to find
strength to help take this association to a higher level.

I want to thank those who have donated various amounts towards this
project or pledged and appeal to others to please join us in making this
a success by contributing today.
Once again, thank you all and I hope you all enjoy this reunion and I
wish you safe journey back home after the event.
Best Regards.

Femi Morgan

President, BIFOBA N.A
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Welcome BIFOBA to ATLANTA
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Kabiyesi congratulates the
Old Boys of this Great School on their
2011 Atlanta Reunion.
(Ire a kari o)
Trained For Duty and For Thee
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Sweet, sweet,
Atlanta ...
By: Philip Chinedu Ndubuisi Okere

A

tlanta! Sweet, sweet Atlanta!
Never have I been to Atlanta
except of course in my dreams.
But I love to dream so I am sure
that I shall in Atlanta be with all the gliteratti of my great school.
I shall be sure to sample every medemede
and taste the finest of every wine. I shall
see and hug all my old friends and relieve
old stories and put a new crack and twist
to vintage jokes.
I can see you all boys, all grown up, now
men, together again in rare and blissful
reunion. Boys, mere boys in days gone by
but now good men. Men with wives, and
livelihoods. Men, now with children who
bear their father’s names, and bearing them
proudly for their fathers were freemen.
Freemen, now gathered, living their
dreams fulfilled and reliving their common
pasts and friendships in a magical night.
I close my eyes and see you all glittering,

happy, resplendent in fancy tuxedos and
parachuting brocades.

uncommon intelligence and mercurial
mischief.
Together we gathered at the assembly every
morning. We sang ‘New every morning is
the love our wakening and uprising prove’
and we dispersed like Spartans to confront
the adversaries in the pages of our books
and notes.

Men of great responsibility, great freemen
in all spheres and walks of life. Bearing
along as they make their footprints on the
shores of time, the torch of our noble commonality. The commonality of the great
school and an awesome pedigree.
A school where we were taught
Freemen, now gathered,
and moulded of fine characters to
living their dreams fulfilled,
becoming the great we are today.
and reliving their common

pasts and friendships in a

And till this day the flame of our
magical night.
nobility we proudly bear aloft,
true freemen all. Who would have
thought it possible this gathering of great
We practiced during break as the sun bore
humanity? Only a few years back we indius witness on our dusty pitch. We honed our
vidually and collectively plodded the algae football skills to the delight of our compainfested pools of stagnant rain water. But
triots and the terror of our opponents.
our spirits were not stagnated nor diminished by the reduced fineries around us.
We debated like the nationalists of old. We
won and we lost. But we were gallant as
It grew steadily vibrant with a crop of
winners or second best and I salute all who
students with a healthy combination of
hoisted our flags. I salute thee Ide Idemeko
Continue on next page
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Never have I been to
Atlanta except of course,
in my dreams.
Continued from page 5

Owodiong, small but mighty! When this little man took
hold of the microphone and twitted like a nightingale, the
hearts of fellow debaters melted in pure joy and respectful delight.
The ladies loved him but he was too pre-pubertal to
care. He was ennobled, too possessed by the spirit
of Adetoye, our own very king of devil to notice the
swooning eyes. I salute all who fought when war was
inescapable. But I assure you when freemen went to
war, it was not a frivolity. It was chivalry! It was for
honor and in defense of truth and justice. When were
bloodied we never bowed. When were bruised we lost
not our hearts but limped home proud. Our uniform
knew no dishonor.
I salute thee! Tony Shingo, great prince of grass! Your
blood shot eyes were not a menace but a revelation. For
within you was a good man, spiritual and solemn. Without care for your life and limb you set yourself in the
way of harm to protect the weaker freemem outside our
gates. I salute thee too! Maja, defender, alagbara, muscle
and brawn but full of soul, the free spirit of the freeman!
I salute thee! Mr Bright. You taught us the chemistry
of life and the chemistry of smooth chyking. Angican
girls’ to us you betrothed and you made gentlemen
of us. You were Socratic and stooped low to become
one of us so that you could reach us and make us well
rounded men worthy of a great school.
I salute thee Raji Fashii! With the easy flair of a freeman you raise your scepter over Eko. None greater has
the exulted office known. You are a Prince proud and
recognized where princes in regal array stand. A pride
to us, richness to our pedigree, a gold nugget in our
chest of greats. I wish I knew thee back then. But alas
time is a master of men’s affairs and she wished it not.
I wish I plodded the dusty fields with thee and walked
gang-planks o’er the greenish flood waters.
I wish I could see and greet you in Atlanta. But alas I
may not yet I could, in my dreams. I am a good dreamer
and so I will dream. I will dream as you walk proud
among your friends who will hail you by the terms of
past endearments. May your dreams for a grater Lagos
crystalise in sparkling gemstones. May your children be
remembered as their father surely will be.
I salute all freemen with warm and fraternal love. Enjoy
Atlanta to the fullest. Fill your hearts with the fondest of memories to last a life time much like eating the
chicken, cracking their bones to lap up the sweet marrow, let nothing go to waste and making every moment
count. I will be in Atlanta in my dreams. Surely!
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TRI-CROWN AUTO
Used & New Vehicle Dealer

Adeniyi Fagbamiye
404-366-4060, 770-369-3167

4168 Old Dixie Rd.
Hapeville, GA. 30354
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www.tricrownauto.com
tricrownauto@bellsouth.net

Georgia Branch

Motto: Justice, Peace and Prosperity

The executives and the entire members of the Action Congress of Nigeria - USA
Georgia Branch felicitates with Birch Freeman High School, Old Boys Association
(BIFOBA) - North America Chapter on their 2011 Reunion and Congratulates His
Excellency Babatunde Raji Fashola (SAN) - ACN Pace setting Governor of Lagos
State on His 48th Birthday anniversary and landslide re-election .

T’oju o ba ti ti eyin igbeti oju o ni T’Eko.

Eko oni baje.
Cardinal Odumbaku (Baba Eto)
Grand Patron.
Hon. Kunle Oshunlalu					
Chairman.							

Hon. Alade Ogundairo Williams
General Secretary.

For membership and other information contact.
Hon. Kunle Oshunlalu:
E-Mail: Koshulalu@yahoo.com
Phone: 770- 912-4561
Hon. Alade Ogundairo Williams
E-Mail: aladwill43@gmail.com
Phone: 404- 488-4300.

ACN - Democracy for Justice.
Democracy for Justice - ACN.

Trained For Duty and For Thee
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Supports Birch Freeman High School
Old Boys ‘ Association . (BIFOBA)
on their 2011 Atlanta Reunion.
• Advice to keep your business compliant and profitable.
• 	Office open year-round to serve your taxes and financial
services needs.

• Free Consultation.
• 	We are available to represent you or your business in the
event IRS audits.
• 	Experienced CPA’s and professionals. -- Over 2 decades
serving individuals and small businesses.
		

Address: 1060 S. Cobb Drive. Marietta. GA. 30060.

770-426-9829
Nationwide Tax Service – “We work for you”
www.nationwidetaxspecialists.com

School Dining Hall
By Taiwo Ogunlaiye
Class of ‘77
London, United Kingdom.

We probably had the best
cooks in the school kitchen
then. The rice and vegetable
fish (Titus) stew and banana
were Friday dish, if I am
right! The Ebe was superb!

Best African Food
in Atlanta

Some naughty activities did
take place time to time in
the School Dining Hall.
You dare not sit next to
some guys, if not, your ration would disappear.

Ration was a popular terminology then!

Jollof Rice/Fried Rice/Efo Riro/Egusi Soup/
Ogbono Soup/Naija Chicken and Chips/
Isiewu Soup/Pepper Soup/Nkwobi Soup/Ewa Agonyii/
DoDo/Ayamasi Stew/Asaro 7-Lives/DoDo with Tilapia
Address
495 Pat Mell Road SW, Suite 105,
Marietta, GA 30060.
Telephone
+1.404.835.7702
+1.404.819.7897
+1.678.431.7878

I still have memories of some generous Prefects that
dished out double rations to me and my twin brother.
The likes of Prefects Daniel, Diyon, Yinka Shotade, Noel,
Ekpe Ekpe, Tunde Joda and others would single Kehinde
and me out for double rations! Probably because we are
identical twins and we were likeable.

STORE HOURS:
Monday - Thursday: 11am - 8pm
Friday - Saturday: 11am - 9pm
Sunday: CLOSED

Thereafter, the school had a culture of a set of identical
twins in each set till we graduated. The Osinowo twins
followed our set. Double ration was like reward for good
behaviour! Some few fights broke over food.
8
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Quality work
at Prices
That Make Sense!

● Fast - same day service, always our goal.
● Honest - do only the work necessary.
770-996-1880
● Most European, Import and Domestic
Address: 6030 Hwy. 85. (Suite 1702)
makes & models.
Riverdale, Georgia. 30274
● Professional - On site owner - you can talk to.
● Cars, SUVs, Mini Vans.
● Quality - most respected service in Atlanta.

Trained For Duty and For Thee
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Understanding
Financial Markets
There are different types of financial instruments and each one of them has its own
market where all activities relating to that
instrument take place: Stocks or equities,
bonds or debts, commodities, e.t.c
Fully comprehending the nature of each financial instrument gives an individual ability
to utilize one or the others to attain his/her
financial goal.
When you buy shares in a stock of a company, you own a piece of that company and
your ownership part is represented by the
amount of share you own. Your share of the
profit that the company makes is limited to
the amount of the shares you own. Likewise
your risk in the company is also limited to
the shares you own.
Conversely when you buy a corporate or
any type of bond/debt, you are lending
your money to the corporation for a limited
amount of time for which you are prom-

ised by the corporation periodic payments
known as interest or coupon payments(cost
of borrowing your money), and also at the
end of the lending period, you will receive
your principal (the amount you lent the
company) back. The risk in bond is very
minimal as compared to the risk in stock, for
example, if the company liquidates the bond
holders get paid before the stock holders.
Commodities are raw materials from which
finished products are made: bread and flowers are made from corn(commodity). Crude
oil (commodity) is cracked into gasoline and
heating oil. Pork bellies, Hogs , cattle etc, all
these are commodities.
This segment of financial instrument carries
most risk because they are mostly affected
by supply and demand, unlike stocks and
bonds that are mainly affected by systemic/
economic or unsystemic/company
specific risks.

2011
All African
Igwe Cup
Tournament
(16th year)

Atlanta, GA

Africa Soccer
Tournament & Festival
Saturday July 30th, 2011
TIME: 9 am - 9 pm

Blooming Girl

Leadership Program
Improve your daughter’s leadership skills.
Our program will help to improve; Self Esteem,
Etiquette, Public Speaking, Shyness, Social Skills
and much more. For girls ages 7-15 years old.

10

Venue: Southeast Athletic Complex.
5845 Hillvale Rd
Lithonia, GA 30058

Contact: Anita Emefo
Phone: 404-488-5518
Email: anita@blooming-girl.com
Website: www.blooming-girl.com
www.blogtalkradio.com/bloominggirl

For more info visit:

www.igwecup.com
Trained For Duty and For Thee
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Ah Those were
The Days!!!
(Part 1 -3)

By: Philip Chinedu Ndubuisi Okere
Class of: ‘84. Enugu, Nigeria.

Folks, it’s great to see this happening in my life
time! I am an old timer who attended BFHS
when the earth was still flat.
Little wonder then that whenever it rained, the
whole world floated atop the floods and my
beloved school would come alive with toads and
algae. When the floods managed to seep into
the glutted earth, the stench of rotting vegetable
matter would be our guest for weeks.
We would watch our football field with longing,
praying for the waters to recede so that we could
have the pitch again. In spite of this short coming Birch Freeman was the team to beat during
the principals’ cup. We were imbued with a spirit
that transcended all our circumstances. We had
the great Ide Idemeko, Anthony Wemambu.
These were debating ‘terrorists’ And although
we frequently had to trek all the way to the
debate venues, the victories were worth the
scorchings of the sun and the snappings of our
rubber sandals. Our debate teacher, his name escapes me because behind his back we called him

“king of devil” a nick name which even now has
swallowed up his real name in my memory. This
because if you made an error during debating
practice, he would frequently thunder “may the
devil remove your teeth from your head!” He
was however a good and gentle man who taught
us with all the passion in him to hold our own in
public speaking. God bless him....
....Now I remember! Ah, Mr. Adetoye! That was
the the name of that most excellent gentleman
we nicknamed “king Of Devil” Of course like
I said earlier there was not an ounce of evil in
him, it was simply a term of endearment.
I still of course remember him in his thick plastic framed ‘headmasters’ reading glasses, with
his trademark feline grin as he would enthuse, “
...And whenever you clap for your speakers, clap
BOISTEROUSLY !!”.
He would then go ahead to show us exactly how
‘boisterous’ clapping should sound. He was that
particular.
I later on became the chief speaker of the
debating society but definitely nothing near the
likes of greats like Ide Idemeko or Anthony
Wemambu. However, I gave my bit and I have
never forgotten that man and how he helped to

shape me.
When I entered the university of Lagos,
campaigning for the presidency of the medical
students’ union, I almost always imagined “the
king of devil himself ” sitting in front of me,
urging me on, wolfishly grinning in approval and
clapping boisterously as I rhetorically and bombastically demolished my opponents to clinch
the presidency.
Many years later, I would come back to BFHS,
to the place where we once held debating practices- the library, whose inner recesses served as
Mr Adetoye’s office. The library was built on an
elevated concrete platform ostensibly to keep it
safe above the flood waters. It overlooked the
perennially flooded desolation that served as
our playing field. You could only get there by
walking an elevated gangplank held in place by
wooden stirrups. I am sure most of you
will remember.
During that visit, the gangplank was still there.
Missing segments were replaced by cement
blocks barely visible above the green waters,
but the library was gone, completely. The only
thing to mark its existence was the high concrete
platform on which it once stood. The football
Continued on page 22

Looking For
Safe Transportation?

WATMarketing
West Africa Tourism

Government Agencies,
Hotels & Tour Operators
Let us put you on the
Global map.

Got a band and need transport to a Gig,
Having a Family Reunion, Church Retreat,
Weekend Vacations.
We also do Trips to the Casinos.
Let us help you

Buses & Limos available.
678-613-7681(Georgia)

Make your City or Business
a Tourist Attraction
For more info: E-Mail info@watmarketing.com
or visit. www.watmarketing.com
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In the News

Alumnus, Mr. Babatunde
Fashola (SAN), celebrates 48th Birthday
with physically challenged children

trian walkways, meant for pedestrians, trading on
the walkway.

J

une 28, 2011 - In keeping with his practice,
Lagos State Governor, Mr. Babatunde
Fashola (SAN), Tuesday celebrated his
48th Birthday with the underprivileged in
the State just as he urged endowed members
of the society to show more concern and care
for the less privileged.

The walkway is not a trading post. It is meant
for those who have to walk to their destinations;
they may not have fund even to board a bus. It
is not fair”, the Governor said.
Giving reason behind his decision to celebrate
his birthdays with the less- endowed in the
society, Governor Fashola said it is the way he
and his wife have chosen to “reconnect ourselves with the other side of life”, adding that
in every situation one finds oneself, one must
give thanks to God for life.

Governor Fashola, who celebrated the day in
the company of his wife at the Heart of Gold
Children’s Hospice with physically challenged
children, said there was need for those who
have to share with the have-nots pointing out
that God has provided enough resources to
go round.
Noting that in whatever situation one is, there
is someone who is worse off, Governor Fashola declared, “Instead of us complaining, let us
be forward looking and let us be supportive of
members of our communities and society who
are less endowed, less protected than we are”.

“Many people slept yesterday and did not wake
up today. We are thankful to God that we are
alive to continue life’s ups and downs. We can
eat and we can drink and walk around. There
are children here who cannot eat”, the Governor said.

“I have seen instances where,
the lane for the BRT which is for
people who don’t have cars, who
use public transport, is being used
by private car owners”.
“I believe the way God created us, he created
enough resources for us all if only we are ready
to share and restrain ourselves from needless
desires and expressions, after all, it is only vanity upon vanity and we will leave all of them
and go”, the Governor said.
Governor Fashola also urged the people to
show more understanding towards the less endowed in our society frowning at the situation
where car owners takeover the dedicated lanes
made for the Bus Rapid Transit (BRT) which is
principally meant for those who do not
have cars.
“I have seen instances where, for instance, the
lane for the BRT which is for people who don’t
have cars, who use public transport, is being
used by private car owners. If you are privileged
to own a car, why should you go and encroach
in their own lane? I have seen people on pedes-

On what his administration is doing to support
the less privileged, Governor Fashola declared,,
“Although we cannot do everything, we use
these opportunities to demonstrate that at least
there is a commitment on our part to ensure
that we do not leave anybody behind”.
The Governor drew attention to the LTV 8
which now includes the use of sign language
in reading the news to take care of those with
hearing impairment, adding, “It is also a response and a reaction to what we see that some
people cannot actually hear and, therefore, we
are using sign language to respond to the need
of those who are physically challenged in terms
of hearing”.

“The walkway is not a trading
post. It is meant for those who
have to walk to their destinations; they may not have fund
even to board a bus.”
surge in abandoned babies in the areas in
recent time adding that the perpetrators, who
according to her, usually carry out the act in
the wee hours of the morning cut across various ethnic groups in the country.
Promising never to disappoint the Governor,
the proprietress prayed to God to grant the
Governor more strength to do more for the
less privileged in the State adding, “You have
put smiles on the faces of my children”.
The Governor, who was conducted round the
Home by the Matron, played and joked with
some of the inmates even as he inquired about
the medical condition some of them. He later
had group photograph with them and some of
the members of staff of the Home.
Source: tundefashola.com

Fort Worth, Tx.

Gbayi Somore celebrates wife’s
60th Birthday in Fort Worth, Tx.
Former Birch Freeman High School teacher,
Mr. Gbayi Somore celebrated wife’s 60th
Birthday anniversary in Fort Worth, Texas; on
Saturday, July 2nd 2011.
In attendance at Mrs. Abimbola Somore’s
party is Bifoba National President, Mr.
Francis Van-Lare and Bifoba North America
Treasurer, Mr. Alli Oseni

“It is a continuous and engaging work and you
can see that in the last few weeks, we have revitalized our limb corrective surgery for those
who have deformed limbs so that they can get
better opportunity to compete in life”, he said.
Earlier while welcoming the Governor and
his wife, the matron of the Home, Mrs.
Theresa Adedoyin, thanked the Governor for
his upgrading of the Home recalling that the
place was initially a two-bedroom bungalow in
another part of Surulere.
Mrs. Adedoyin said there has been an upTrained For Duty and For Thee
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L-R: Francis Van-Lare, Mr. Gbayi Somore,
Mrs. Abimbola Somore, Mr. Alli Oseni.
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In Today’s society,
Image is Everything
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Featured
Alumnus:

Alli Oseni
Class of 1975

G

rowing up in Nigeria in the 60’s,
most kids were taught and brought
up in missionary schools of either
Christian denomination or Muslim
denomination. That was why we have schools
like Methodist Boys, St Gregory’s, Birch Freeman High School and other similar secondary schools. In my situation, I was enrolled
at Yaba Model School, Suru-lere in January
1964. I remembered vividly that we had to
carry our stool (apoti) to queue in line for the
initial registration back then. I completed my
primary education in 1970 and was admitted
into Birch Freeman High School in January
1971.
As a young boy, I look forward to going to
school every day of the school days. I was always early to school getting there on about six
thirty in the morning. During prep period we
always have one thing going or the order. My
specialty was to crow like a cock. The Prefect
in class then will want to know who the offender is. As usual nobody knows except Emmanuel Asuquo that always squeals and crack
when we were all about to be punished. It
was always in fun and we were having healthy
educational competition amongst ourselves all
the time.

“During prep period we always have one thing going
or the order. My specialty
was to crow like a cock.”
Right from class one; I was the best boy in
Technical drawing till our final year 1975. I
was inspired into Technical drawing partially
because we were living close to Lagos Technical College (LATECO) at Olufemi Street in
Suru-Lere, Yaba. I was hanging out with the
students over there from 1969 and got to
know all the necessary details in Technical
drawing. Professor Awojobi was also an influence. He wrote the Technical textbook we
used. Not until I was in Lagos in February of
2010 for the Fiftieth Founder’s Day Celebration that Mr. Olayeye mentioned that it was
Reverend R.H. White, who introduced Technical Drawing to Birch Freeman High School.

That was my career foundation.
The non-teaching Staff in Birch
Freeman went on strike sometime in 1974, the school Principal
Mr. Ojo then delegated the responsibility of
collecting the school keys from Mr. Soremekun’s house and opened the school in the
morning and later closing the school in the
evening. That was a big responsibility and I
was up to the task which led the school teaching staff to select me as a Prefect in my final
year 1974/75.
After the release of our WAEC results in
September 1975, I joined Nigerian Ports
Authority as a Traffic Clerk working in Shed
10 at Apapa Wharf. I resigned in September
1976 to take the GCE examination. I joined
Ministry of Works and Planning in Ikeja on
January 1977 as an Inspector of Lands doing
crop enumerations and preparing Land Lease
for the Government in Ikoyi, Victoria Island,
Ikeja GRA. All the while I was undergoing
Architectural Drafting training under Mr.
Onagoruwa at Clegg Street Suru-Lere.
In 1978, I came to United States under the
USAID program for training in the Middle
level Manpower Program for Nigeria. I had
my Bachelors’ degree in Construction in 1983.
Went back to do my National Youth Service
Corp in 1983/1984. I came back for my Master’s degree in Construction and graduated in
1987. I worked with different construction
companies from 1984 to 1987 before I joined
County of Guilford in Greensboro, North
Carolina in 1987.
I obtained three different certifications levels
that were required under the State Law of
North Carolina in Building, Plumbing and
Mechanical from 1987 to 1989. I obtained
my Certified Building Official Designation in
1994. This was the highest certification for
Building Official during this period till the
present time.
Currently I am with Montgomery County in
Maryland as a Building Official.
Education grants us an opportunity to have a
Trained For Duty and For Thee
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viable means of substance for our livelihood.
Our parents imparted in us the need to get
an education. Education comes in different
forms, you can learn a vocation and obtain
saleable skills that you will always be wanted
for your skills or you can obtain high level
of academic qualification that will earn you a
respectable position among your contemporaries. No form of education is a waste.
In my humble way the best we can do for
those up and coming is to give back to them
what we were brought up with and have gaining in life any where we are in Diaspora. That
is the reason we are attempting to provide
Solar Power to the new school building that
was just built by Fashola. At least the new
kids can say that we gave them a legacy and
opportunity to better themselves and reach
their educational potentials.

Favor of God

Catering & Decorating Services

We cater for all types of events.

● Weddings
● Birthday parties
● Baby shower
Let us to host your next event.
We specialize in both African and
American cuisine.
Other services rendered include
event decoration for all occasions.
More Info, Contact: Folusho Bakare
301-537-6284
Laurel Maryland
Favorofgodservices@gmail.com

www.bifoba.com
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Memories
By Ladi Lapite
Class of ‘76.
London United Kingdom

some sort of masochist even though we
didn’t know it at the time.

I started at Birch Freeman in January
1971. My classmates in 1A , included
Ben Adadevoh (even though he smacked
me around once in a while), Ladi Kuyinu,
Ladi Williams, Lanre Osifodunrin, Eric
Achuba, Ladipo Kasumu, Abiodun Adeniran, George James, Ekpe Asuquo, Jobic
Edet, Akpan Umoren, Samson Omaivboje
etc. Notable others in other arms included
Segun Sholola, Seye Sholola, Rotimi
Bamgbala, Dayo (Remi) Johnson, Remi Towobola, Feyi Dinyo, Tunde Joda, Morrison
Edema, Peter Ogbeghagha and
many others.
Does anyone remember Ogbeghagha’s
punishment of choice? Caning! Whenever
the whole class was subject to punishment,
he would say” Instead of cutting grass, e je
k’a kuku jegba”. I think he must have been

All the Lit days were graced with our presence and fathers all the girls fancied us.
One of our classmates that we used to call
Chief, made fun of us by calling us little
boys who wouldn’t know their way around
a girl’s body. Being the testosterone filled
boys we were, we set out on a mission
to conquer and learnt pretty quickly. We
also met people like Bolade Oyebolu,
who came from Govt. College, Ibadan.
I remember how we used to tease the
Principal’s messenger, Francis, who we

My father believed that an extra year
in Form 4 would turn me into a Science
student, so despite the fact that I passed
my promotion exams to Form 5, made me
repeat. I was initially very sad, but Dayo
Johnson’s father had the same brainwave,
so the blow of my repeating Form 4 was
softened when I saw my buddy in class.
From that time we became inseparable.
Kuyinu joined us in repeating school cert
exams and we were
a happy bunch. I also
“Does anyone remember Ogbeghagha’s
remember Mr Lojede
giving us a pep talk
punishment of choice? Caning! Whenever
and assuring us that our the whole class was subject to punishparents decision was
ment, he would say” Instead of cutting
driven by love and their
”.
desire to see us be the grass,
best we could be. We
also met a host of cool guys including
nicknamed Alagbon. He got his own back
Gboye Gbolagunte, Yemi Ajayi, Agu Imo,
on results day, when he would be the first
Seun Ogunseitan, Denji Okuyiga, Moses
to laugh at you if your results were anything
Akisanmi, Sunny Richards, Budo, late Daco but perfect. His favourite words were “Take
etc and all of us became firm friends and
chest” meaning Take heart or M’okan.
kindred spirits.
What a riot.

e je k’a kuku jegba

Continued on page 18

Women's Shirts!
This Season's Best-Sellers

Whether out shopping or going on a date, women want to show
everyone that they aren’t stuck in yesteryear by wearing unstylish
clothing. Shirts are a good way to show that you’re fashionable without needing to spend a fortune.
T shirts have been around forever. They have resisted
ever changing trends since they first became popular.
They are key to trends in women’s shirts and appeal
to all age groups. T-shirts are versatile because they
go with pretty much all styles of pants and shorts.
They can also be adorned with a limitless variety of
designs. Solid colored T-shirts are a great complement to many casual outfits.
Ones with slogans or flashy designs are a way to
make a statement about yourself. Don’t make the mistake of just
wearing T shirts all of the time though, even though they are stylish
and convenient. Why limit yourself when women have so many great
16
styles of shirts to choose from?
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Early Recollections!!
By: Steve Shotonwa

Class of: 1981
Wimbledon; London, United Kingdom

bered where I had seen him before. When I
sat the common entrance exam months earlier he was the invigilator who kept a stern
yet reassuring vigil over us. I would get to
know this man later as a respected member
of staff; Mr Mathew the physics teacher.
My first day at Birch Freeman high school
was Monday 20th September 1976; a
day I remember as if it were yesterday. And
before I go any further, yes that date does
sound a late start to the academic year; you
see I returned late from my summer hols in
the UK.
Oh how it seems that the summer holidays
last for months on end when you are so
young. When my dad dropped me off on
my first day of being a student; no longer
a pupil, I was lost for directions. The Indian
man in his crisp well ironed shirt and who I
presumed was a teacher kindly gave me directions to the hall where all the new intakes
were gathering.
I carefully studied his features, he had a warm
smile; his black hair sprinkled with grey.
Although it seemed like eons ago I remem-

Memories

Assembly came and went. The principal addressed us. He cut a very stern figure almost
sombre. He had the air more of a statesman
than an educator. He welcomed us, the
stern undercurrent remained throughout his
address. He never smiled once. Infact, untill
he left about 18 months later I never recalled
Mr Ojo ever smiling once.
My next encounter with a member of staff
would be when I had had lunch. I decided
in the remainder of the break, to go have a
little stroll to familiarise myself with my new
environment. I happened to see an acquaintance standing outside the library from where
I was by the hall. In my excitement I ran trying to meet him before he disappeared. As I
turned the corner towards the staircase I collided with a man in a beige/cream french
suit. I almost sent his glasses flying. I thought
I was going to get six of the best; and on

(cont)

my first day too. He was fairly mild mannerd
and proceeded to advise me about “how
we conduct ourselves here”. Yes it could be
said that I had a run in with Mr Babarinde.
My class teacher for that year was a short
fat individual, very dark in complexion. He
taught french. When it came to his temper
his fuse was as short as a pygmy with a
growth hormone defect. He used the cane
like you would use your hands to express
yourself. I used to wonder why he always
wore sunglasses, even when it was cloudy
and grey. One day while directing us to
read a passage from “France Afrique” and
maybe thinking no one was watching him
he removed his sun glasses to clean them.
He did so very quickly, but I noticed he had
only one eye. They had a nick name for him.
Officially he was Mr Ijidina....to us he was
saclemo!!
All these characters already and I had the
better part of 5 years to go!!. Next time,
some more weird and wonderful teachers.

Ronnie Bascom Studios

By: Ladi Lapite Continued from page 16
At Birch, I met people like the late Roland Cookey Gam who went
on to become a renowned Architect. Along with Bimbo Odukoya
(one of the permanent representatives from Holy Child at our Lit
day) he died in the Sosoliso crash. Roland and Yele Johnson were
seniors who liked me so that they could get close to my sister who
was in school in England at the time. He saw her at Mr White’s
send off party and was immediately smitten. Through our friendship,
our entire families became friends. I remember Johnny and Patrick
Aghadiuno, The Cleggs, Gladstone, Phil Ebosie, Otto, Son of Man,
Ayo Vaughan, Lekan Adams, Richard Makanjuola, Paul Toun, Austin
Marizu, Odion and his belt, Sorunke, Sowoolu, Wole Osilaja,
Rotimi Dada, Rotimi Obikoya, Yemi Adeduro, the late Sola Omotosho etc and I thank God for all the memories and the friendship.
Finally, I leave you all with a few riddles.
Which teachers used to say:
“I’ve been hearing your noise from Costain.
Test. Question 1, Who was Frederic Barbarosa?”
A squared we know, B squared we know, C squared, we
don’t know.
Michelle, go and get me a rubber tubing.
Mumble mumble mumble....infinite set
What was the drug of choice in the early 70’s? I’m not talking about the kind sold in Yellow House.
Those were the days indeed my friends!

Life Stories ... Captured in Pictures

Birthdays . Weddings . Graduations
Private Sessions . Events
Corporate Headshots
Visit: www.RonnieBascomStudios.com
301.332.7482

301.204.2165 Bowie, MD

Contact:LifeStories@RonnieBascomStudios.com
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Nollywood
The Past, the
Present and
the

N

Future

ollywood is a rising star, so to speak,
from the heart of Nigeria – a movie
industry of Nigeria, by Nigerians, and
for the Nigerian people. Nollywood has
gradually become a phenomenon with a life
of its own, not only because it made movies
for Nigerians, but because it makes movies
that are distributed and enjoyed beyond the
shores of Nigeria, and more importantly, it has
risen in the middle of nowhere to somewhere.
There was a very distinct resistance to the
name because of its foreign connotation,
especially the similarity it has with another
popular world-known
movies production
power-house “Hollywood”. Despite
this initial resistance,
many have come to
terms with the name,
especially considering the fact that all actors,
consumers, and movie plots are
Nigeria-centric.

of the last decade in terms of cheap means of
movie production, the history of movie-making in Nigeria was the story of an unprofitable
Endeavour filled with tears and financial ruins
because most of those who attempted to produce movies always end up with a red-inked
balance sheet. As a result of this imbalance,
most Nigerians consume mostly foreign movies. Legendary movies such as Fist of Fury
(1972), means of the Dragon (1972), key in
the Dragon (1973). Even right before that,
famous movies such as “Bruce Lee” in (Lo
Wei’s, the enormous superior (1971)
were common.

their counter-part YouTube.com represents a
substantial opportunity for Nigerian Musician
to show-case their talent to the rest of
the world.
Back to Nollywood: Nigerian movies that
were once enjoyed by only Nigerians is now
accessible to Nigerians in Diaspora, but more
importantly, Nigerian Music and Nigeria
Movies are now enjoyed by other Africans
and, in fact, these are available and enjoyed
by Non-Africans. Looking into the future, I
see Nollywood becoming an icon on the same
scale as Hollywood or Bollywood. More
significant is the very
likelihood that Nollywood will one day
dominate the global
stage and receive the
batton from Hollywood,
allowing it to dictate
not just social-cultural benchmarks but also
morph social-cultural identities.

“Surulere is a location of
Nollywood movie production”

It is refreshing to note that, at first, many of
the movies from Nollywood were of such low
quality that nobody expected a sudden risen to
such a sudden fame of this Nigerian concept;
In recent years, however, this concern no
longer hold true; Now, Nollywood movies are
first class – both in terms of maturity of its
plots and also in terms of the type and
quality of equipment being used to produce
these movies.

In the face of all odds, there are several old
actors who were able to move beyond stage
performance and were able to go into movie
production. But these exceptional talents were
far and in-between. They were very few, and
their story is not always of consistent success.
Many who were able to produced one very
good movie ended up having only one time
success story to tell. Great performers such
as Ola Balogun, Eddie Ugbomah, and late
Herbert Ogunde – based on the old celluloid
capability of the 70′s. are considered the
father of modern day Nollywood.

Despite dismal conditions, unstable and deteriorating economic condition, Nollywood has
managed to stay relevant on the world stage.
With Nollywood fiercely competing with the
two other world known movie production
power-houses, it has definitely come of age.
The cost of producing Nigerian movies is
substantially lower because most actors are
sourced locally, because Nigerian directors are
ingenious – plus you can vouch for Nigerians
ability to deliver outstanding movies with
little resources.
Until the recent technological breakthrough

The Music artists delivering cutting-edge
Nigeria Music have benefited substantially
from the opportunities created by the presence
of Nollywood in Nigeria – these artists have
done exceptionally well considering their
skills to blend music of local origin with other
genre of music ranging from Bob Marley to
Jazz and so on. They have benefitted immensely from Nigerian business men who
opened successful online distribution channels
to allow Nigerians showcase their talent to the
rest of the world. Nigeria-centric sites such as
NollywoodWest.com, NaijaMotion.com, like
Trained For Duty and For Thee
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Why do Men shun away
from Doctors?
We frequently hear that “Men consult their
family doctors quite rarely than women do,
notwithstanding the fact that they’re a lot more
adhesive to accidents, violence, and disease.”
They have a reputation of being poor patients,
intolerant of pain or discomfort. Included
with this are fear, denial and embarrassment.
Researchers believe that from a young age,
males are trained to hold their heads high and
‘get tough’.
Confessing to pain or any other problems is
observed as a confession to being weak and
threatens male pride and machismo. Medicinal
herbs, diet pills , therapeutic fruits, meditation, yoga, exercise have helped them in one

way or the other to maintain fitness. Males are
disreputably cagey about going to the doctor’s
surgery compared to women.
Possibly because of an outmoded sense of
stoicism or pride, several men will not seek
medical attention for their health conditions
until their physical condition seriously gets
worse. Obviously this is not sensible, yet men
continue to eschew the doctor except for the
times when there’s no other alternative remaining. Why is this? Let’s explore some of the
reasons in this article.
Traditional Role: “One reason why men do not
attend the physician is because it has been the
traditional role of women to bring the children
to the physician and to take care of the health
of the children”, he acknowledges. “That
connection between mother and child could exclude men from familiarity with the surgery”.
It boils down to a conditioning thing that could
take another generation to resolve, he says.
Stoicism: Male traits like aggression, stoicism,
competitiveness and emotional reticence as
barriers that prevent men from taking care
of their health properly. Men’s rigidly stoical stance plays a part in a few physical and
mental disorders which are disproportionately
experienced by men
Refutation and Fatalism: Male unwillingness
to face health issues may be attributed to a
mixture of refutation and fatalism. Males don’t
want to ‘go looking’ for medical problems in
case that’s what they find. They would rather
choose to look for health advice from friends
or by reading.

“Our mission is to provide
outstanding vision care services to
each and every patient that we
encounter, with the best
information, product, equipment,
and professionals available”
Dr. Gege Odion
Office hours 10 - 6 (Mon.- Fri.) 10 - 2 (Sat.)
2851 Candler Road. Decatur, Georgia. 30034
(Outside South Dekalb Mall)
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Lack of Familiarity: Basically, it is constantly
the ladies, who generally are in touch with the
doctors, between attending for gynecological
reasons or to get smear tests done, and bringing
sick children to the surgery. Men, on the other
hand, are more apprehensive. Lacking familiarity with their physician is also a factor that puts
off men attendance in the clinic.
Pain threshold: One reason why women and
men respond to doctors very diversely might
lie in their varying responses to pain itself.
Men and women clearly encounter different
pain thresholds and this have an effect on both
how they cope with pain and how they respond
to treatment.
Trained
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Research has demonstrated that there might be
physical reasons why the stereotype of men being like babies with regards to pain compared
to women may be true. It seems that women
routinely report feeling a lot higher levels of
pain than males do, which suggests that one or
other gender isn’t truly representing their real
pain experiences.
Less Attention: Generally the clinics and hospitals are quite women-oriented. Most often, hospitals and clinics don’t feel like ‘male-friendly’
places, causing males to shy away even more
from visiting the doctor altogether. Therefore
the feeling of ignominy discourages them from
visiting such places.
There appear to be metabolic differences
between how women and men deal with these
drugs. There may come a day when the decision of a painkiller drug is at the least partly
based on a patient’s sex.
Impotence: This attributes to a large section
of society that prohibits them to visit their
GP’s. Two primary reasons: Incomplete or no
knowledge regarding it ; And the embarrassment brought on because of it are the primary
reasons behind this.
So, try to eliminate these shortcomings from
you, return to the clinics frequently. Obviously,
the benefits of visiting the clinics over-shadow
the possibility of any disease.
So think again. Are we going the right way??

|www.bifoba.com
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Astrodome Clinic.
Houston , Texas

Dr. Odion E. Ojo (‘74)
Dr. Bose Ibovbohi Ojo
Congratulates Birch Freeman High School Old Boys
Association, Alumni (BIFOBA) on our successful
Reunion in Atlanta, Georgia.
July 22-24. 2011.

Astrodome Clinic.
Houston , Texas

713-667-4400
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Ah Those were the days
Part I - III

Continued from page 11

By: Philip Chinedu Ndubuisi Okere

field ahead was still there, still soggy, still looking
every inch an orphan, desolate.
Where is Mr. Adetoye...anybody?

magazine called Ikebe Super.A magazine based
on the eulogy of the gluteus maximus. It was the
rave of the time and many many could be seen
huddling, and laughing over its pages during
break time.

Back then, as I am sure still happens today, we
had all sorts of names for our teachers. Some
Looking back at the Ibrahim incident, I strongly
were of course terms of endearment as in the
case of my beloved Mr. Adetoye. Yet, others not believe it must have taken a great deal of artistry
so complimentary, had an antiquity predating my on the part of the young man, my classmate to
make the connection between the actors in the
day. Whichever it was, an objective analysis of
fun pages and his teacher. For indeed one glance
the appellations would reveal therein a certain
at good teacher Mrs Sokefun, you would accuse
certain low grade malignancy, an inventiveness
bordering not on wickedness, but on innocence- Wale Adenuga of anatomic plagiarism. Any
conspiracy theorist with the grey matter of a fish
you could tell the children really meant no
would easily come to
permanent harm.
“Mrs Sokefun was
the brilliant concluOf course this was so
and as long as everyone indeed a tall, big, dark skinned sion that the author
woman. Nudging six feet
of that infamous
except the teacher in
question got to know, it
relative to my form two eyes.” cartoon had visited
Birch Freeman High
was OK. And like little
School and gotten his inspiration off one of our
piglets we could joyfully broil in the sty of our
self bred rascality. But then we never looked at it more endowed teachers.
that way, and not until Ibrahim’s misadventure.
So, class is in session, there is silence, Mrs Sokefun is writing on the blackboard, class is copying
Ibrahim (not Babangida) was an averagely good
furiously. Then Ibrahim looks up and perhaps
boy. He did not scale fences to eat roasted fish
suddenly mesmerized by the sheer quantum
as some were notorious for. He was not part of
(and believe me was it big!) of vibrating anatomy
the ‘green revolution’ ie he did not engage in
before him, he lets out a word which caused
the conversion of grass to gas with its attendant
psychotropic spirituality. Of course if you imag- him so much grief. It was just barely audible to
the next runt. I didn’t hear but she did and spun
ined that Fela’s shrine was not horribly far away,
round with such sudden rage and agility that beyou will understand what I mean. Ibrahim did
lied her size. Mrs Sokefun was indeed a tall, big,
not attend lits and had no girlfriend in Anglican
dark skinned woman. Nudging six feet relative
girls’ like some had even in form2 that we were
to my form two eyes.
at that time.
A little shy, he covered his mouth with his hand
when he smiled ostensibly perhaps aware of and When she hissed “who said that?” I was not
in any doubt that there was trouble. Iniinhibited by his badly carious teeth. He was like
tially the class including myself reacted with
the rest of us, scrawny and on an average day,
no teacher would notice him....not until that day. stunned silence for indeed scarcely no one
heard ‘anything’.
Enter Mrs Sokefun.
“Who said that’ She repeated advancing towards
You see, in my day lewd literature was bursting
the class like a hooded cobra. Oh was she livid!
at the seams. From the stables of the creator
“Who said Ikebe, I said who said Ikebe?”
of today’s super stories, had come a comic
22
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Silence.
You see much like the old Sicilian society, we
were guided by an unwritten code of ‘omerta’,
silence.
The indignation suffered by a squealer made that
trade unattractive. But that was unacceptable,
not to this angry woman. Perhaps reeling from
the gutting realisation that her back side had
ALL this while been an object of caricature and
faced with the prospects of not finding out the
specific offender, she decided to do what King
Herold did. Kill every child to kill one child.
“All right, she hissed, if you all wont tell me the
person, I will have to punish all the people on
this side” she said waving to the right of the
class “ I will get Mr Ogbonna to flog you all, you
will do hard labor for two weeks and you will be
suspended for three months” This was severe
and I was relieved not to be on that side of the
class. The maths teacher, I believe Mr Ogbonna
was his name, was usually called upon to flog
when flogging was intended to deform and not
to reform an offender.
He was dreaded and I believe that this was what
spooked Chukwuma Oligbu, a good boy and
member of the school’s scripture union. To be
equally yoked with sinners and suffer with them
such a terrible fate was too much so he swiftly
stood up and pointed out an already trembling
Ibrahim. “So you are the one eh?” Mrs Sokefun
said vengefully “You will suffer double punishment. Oya, class monitor go and call
Mr. Ogbonna”
“Ahh please!” ma pleaded a visibly terrified Ibrahim, “Ahh Chukwuma, see what you have do!”
Even up to form five and beyond we would
remember Ibrahim and that incident with those
enduring words “Ahh, Chukwuma, see what you
have do!”
To be continued in next issue.
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RA Cosmetics Inc.

Welcomes Birch Freeman High School,
Old Boys’Association (BIFOBA) to Atlanta.

Relieve muscle fatigue, tension, scars and joint pain
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Pick up one of our products at most Beauty Supply Stores, African Stores and select Wal-mart stores
You may also visit us online at www.racosmetics.com
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